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S7
Geology Weather Bureau
k Asset To Campus Life
n EDWARD FOURNTER '44 pious purposes. The anemometer recW?
n to many students, the col- J crds the velocity and direction of the
"nla .a own Weather Bureau, lo- jwind by light flashes on a transparent
!ba3' top floor of Carnegie Sci-j compass dial installed In the laborati °"; *
This bureau was ere- j tory. This instrument is so delicately
e
. years ago to give students adjusted that, even on so-called "wlndi so"1 .
..1-J.IO of weather and less" davs. it mill r.M.j —»-•■
■_
wind and velocity directions.
I"
ntal trail""* ■" *—
,I»"danie This has been made easier
With the Installation of the ane.years by the Installation of mometer on the roof of Carnegie Sciinstruments. By taking read ence Building, the old weather vane
I *•*"" "7hese instruments at inter- on Hathorn Hall no longer plays the
I * fuTng
, ring the
tne day.
uoj, the
— college may
- M I--prominent part
•—- that
—— it■» once
~~«~ did
*.«* in
,
, {the type of weather tn*t it, weather forecasting at the college.
*"***. ° 4 24-hour notice Of rain I Another important Instrument is the
for.
gauge which measures the
e coeds ample time to den j rain
vS the
P
^Kin raincapes and it also amount of precipitation. By an ingenin apportunity to glamor- ] ious arrangement, the amount of rain5
. Hollywood "coiffures" with ■ fall can be measured inside the labo,'itzy transparent colored hoods, (ratory.
. stitzv1""' '
United States weather charts are
* careful reading of the weather
.
,-t= can guarantee a fair de- received by the department, within 36
hours of their issue at Washington.
The Cyclo-Stormograph makes a
•■ a of the recording barometer
"S makes permanent records of permanent record of pressure varia'*c changes-and a high grade tions by the use of a needle drawing a
-d:ng thermometer installed in the continuous line on a cylindrical paper
Jj room together with wind dine graph.
Other useful instruments are the
I . „ cky conditions humidity, etc
I con--. ■»
;j possible the prediction of ar- mercury thermometer, the barometer,
and the humidiguide. All types of inJching weather conditions,
struments are used, even the little
jypfi Of Instrumente
house which shelters the old witch
ua Their Purposes
' X:t weather instruments are of a'l i and the two children. If the witch is
(Continued on page four)
»* shapes, and sizes, and serve va-
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Mutual To Broadcast
Bates-Rollins Debate
Nichols And Buck
To Argue On Ideal
Vacation State

To Do Work For
Defense Program

Select "Escape rr
As Varsity Play
Robinson Players
To Produce Third
Play March 6, 7.
This year's third presentation of tne
Robinson Piayeis is to be John Galsworthy's "Escape", according to an announcement last week by Miss Lavinia
Schaeffer. The play Is scheduled for
March 6 and 1.
Escape" is to replace "Laburnam
Grove", which was originally planned
to be the March performance. It was
felt that since the first two plays—
"Squaring the Circle" and "Caste"—
were in the nature of light comedies,
that it would be advisable to attempt
something with a little more substance
than "Laburnam Grove". And a Galsworthy play is always memorable.
Casting for "Escape" will be begun
very shortly, announcement of the
times to be posted on the bulletin
board. For the benefit of Robinson
and Heeler members who wish to try
out for parts, a copy of the play has
been placed on reserve In the library.
The play is in the form of a series
of dramatic episodes describing the
attempted escape from prison of a
young upperclass Englishman. Each
scene pictures the varying reactions
of ordinary people when confronted
with the problem of whether or not
they should help an escaped convict.

PRICE: TEN CENTS

Directors Announce
Program For Carnival
Committee Heads
Sound Last Call For
Say Celebration
C AA Flight Students
To Be Colorful
The last call for prospective

A celestial holiday is scheduled right
after mid-year exams are over, tae
As a result of negotiations made
holiday lasting from Thursday, Feb. 6,
several weeks ago Dr. Walter A. Lawto Sunday, Feb. 9. So gather 'round,
rance, head of the Chemistry Departvou stars, and learn how you can
ment, will devote the coming months
shine.
to work in the interests of national deThe program for "Heavenly Dare"
fense. He begins his new duties on
(twenty-second »n:i -1 Winter CarniFeb. 1 and is giving his services withval) has been definitely arranged and
out remuneration as a contribution toAny prospective flight trainees
wus announced today by co-chairmen
ward national security effort.
will have to get applications and
David Nichols '42 and Charles
of the event. Gale Rice '41 and Ralph
Dr. Lawrance had considerable exfile intentions with the Public ReBuck '42 are going to make the trip
Caswell '41. Following is a list of
lations
Director
before
the
week
Is
perience during the last world war in
to the big city lo upnoid the SUce of
tunes and dates for astronomy com so
chemical industry and in training
up, or miss out.
Maine, and Bates. The proposition
number 1941:
young men and women for war work.
reads. "Resolved, that Maine is the
Thursday evening at 6:15 there will
Last June the College Board of
Heal vacationland".
be the "Festival of the Stars (coed
Trustees granted him leave of absence
banquet).
The program will originate in the from college duties for the second seThursday evening at 7:00, "Moorstudios of WOR. The actual numbc of mester to permit study of industrial
rise" (open house at the Women's Unstations in the Mutual hook-up that processes and chemist personnel probion and Chase Hall).
will carry the program is not as yet l«ms. These studies have been postThe Varsity Club will present a New
known, but local radio station WCOU poned indefinitely.
Thursday evening at 7:30, the
Hampshire man, Mr. Beaulac, at a
announced last night that it might re"Dance
of the Big Dipper", at Chase
men's coffee next Sunday evening from
ceive the program through one of ,ts
Hall. During the dance, at 8:30, the
<-9
o'clock.
The
visitor
will
show
ple in Europe be more bitter against
By WILLIAM WORTHY '42
New England networks. Colonial or
Tiovies of hunting and traveling expe- Carnival Queen and her six senior
the British or against Hitler who is
(Continud from last week)
Yankee.
riences, extemporizing on the different attendants will make a dramatic enAt one meeting of the commission the ostensible reason for the blocktrance. Present plans call for PresiThe
debate
has
been
arranged
by
seene.
I „-Democracy, Armaments, and For- ade? The commission report pointed
dent
Gray to preside over the coronalisn Policy" Mrs. Jeanette Stetson. out that those Americans who want to Theodore Dreicer, former manager of
This Sunday's coffee will be the first tion exercises.
debating
at
Rollins
and
a
member
of
in a series planned by the Varsity
aidmst secretary of the American intervene in the) war are the ones
Friday morning at 9:00, there will
The winter issue of the "Garnet",
their team which visited the Bates
Club for its members and the other
rrtacs Service Committee, reviewed most strenuously opposed to the
be the all-college ski at the Sky-Way
campus several years ago. Harry Bales literary magazine, will appear
tioover
plan
to
feed
the
five
small
demen of the student body.
the humanitarian program now being
(Pole Hill).
Fierce, coach of the Rollins debaters, on campus in about a week, it was
unled out by the Quakers' 56 work- mocracies.
Mr. Beaulac, a bank president from
unnnunced
Sunday
by
Editor
Leslie
Friday, 1:30 p. m., "Astronomy 1941"
is
a
brother-in-law
of
Mrs.
Carolyn
But the spirit and the accomplishin in Europe. Obviously many of the
Berlin, N. H. presents his films in an tinterdorm skiing events at Rand
Pierce, cashier in the bursar's office, Warren '41.
ments
of
the
Congress
could
not
be
legates were surprised to hear her
interesting manner, commenting on his field).
and a Bates alumnus. Winslow AnderThere Is a considerable variety of
state catego-.ically that the German recorded completely in reports and
travel
and hunting scenes as he proson '21 is dean of the Florida college. material in this issue. Particularly inFriday, 2:00 p. m., Inter-collegiote
governments under the Kaiser, under resolutions. After hearing President
gresses. According to Art Belliveau
This
will
be
the
first
Bates
team
to
teresting in these times of peril to
cross-country ski meet aiong the Milky
Ikosevelt's
fireside
chat
in
stony
si•he Weimar Republic, and under HitThe Christmas vacation saw no les- the film i3 very enjoyable.
broadcast over the Mutual network, democracy is an essay by John HasWay.
ler have always cooperated with the lence, the delegates were treat- although in the past Bates debaters
sening of activity on the part of tht
Varsity Club President M Buckell '41 that discusses several of the
Friday, 4:00 p. m., the Lolly-Pop race
Quakers wholeheartedly. Reports of id immediately to three antidotes by have gone on the air over other chains
j ground-keeping crew, according to clgross will altempt to have leading
democracies, with particular emphasis
up Observatory Hill (Mt. David).
Senator
Wheeler
speaking
from
Quakers who have negotiated with the
word from Bursar Norman E. Ros...
on several occasions.
men of the Twin Cities say a few
on the plan presented In Clarence
Friday, 7:30 p. m., the "Luna LayThe girls' gymnasium in Rand Hall j words in discussion of their sporting
I Nazis indicate that this cooperation Washington, and both Ex-Governor
Streit's
well-known
book
"Union
out" (all-college skate at the rink).
Phil
LaFollette
and
Norman
Thomas
was renovated, the basement of Libk ^ not been based on purely selfish
interests before the principal speaker The Carnival Queen will appear on the
Now".
bey Forum received considerable work,
nsons. The German officials fre- addressing them in person. For the
Two articlea that are likewise closety and the underground steam pipe be- of each get-together.
rink midst a shower of stars at 8:30.
l quenrjy and gratefully remind the most part. Senator Wheeler offered
i
elated
to problems of today, and tween the heating plant and tne ChaThe male student body is cordiaty
On Saturday morning, at 8:30, "The
encouragement
to
the
delegates
to
Friends that they fed the starving
which support opposite points of view, pel caused a lot of anxiety.
invited to show its Interest among Flying Rockut", which is the intercolcontinue
their
efforts
for
peace.
Lapopulation after the 1918 Armistice
are contributed by William Worthy
those present in this and future in- legiate downhill and slalom, against
when the Allies continued to main- Follette showed In his speech an
During the holidays, a leak In the formal sessions. Refreshments will be
'42, who defends the case for pacifism,
Bowdoln.
eagerness
to
prtve
that
Hitler
Is
tin the blorkade around Germany—
heating system was discovered. The served at tho meeting place, Chase
and by David Kahn '42, who presents
wrong:
to
prove
to
the
world
tnat
men
"Joe
College"
in
person
arrives
on
Saturday, 9:30 a. m., the "Race of
what the Quaker Herbert Hoover reexact location of the leak was unHall Lounge.
and women can have both freedom and the Bates campus this Saturday to at- '.he case against pacifism and Isolathe
Stars", lnterdorm skating events.
ferred to as "kicking a man that's
known, but it was finally discovered to
a Job. Referring to the President's tend | the
all-college "Flunk-Out- tion.
Saturday, 2:30 p. m., "Falling Stars",
| tarn in the stomach".
be somewhere in the pipe leading to
On t»-e lighter side are two familiar i the Chapel. It was necessary to find
inter-collegiate ski jumping.
Today the Nazis permit the Friends remark about being completely honest, dance. It's the event when all you
LaFollette asked pertinently why sharpies dig to the depths of your essays, one a parody of Poe's short itbe leak itself through a process of
Saturday, 3:00 p. m., the "Judgment
lo enter areas where even the Red
F.D.R didn't make hi3 Inflammatory draws and drag out that orange tie or stories by Barbara White '42. the other I elimination—making trial diggings unof Jupiter" will take place. In other
&oss is not allowed. And the Nazis
speech before election instead of In red, white and blue skirt. (You know, an essay by Dorothy Maulsby '43.
v.-ords. the judges will pass judgment
| til the spot was finally located. Fortutaw NEVER broken their word with
In addition, there are two book-re- i uately, only two diggings were needen the various pieces of snow sculpthe one received for Christmas, bat
December.
the Quakers. Immediately the quesviews. Richard Dearborn '41 considers |ed, and the leak was found between
ture that the various dorms will enter
(Continued on page four)
which even YOU refused to wear.)
; lion was raised: will the starving peoThe first radio debate of the year
the Tory point of view in the Ameri- Hathorn and Parker HalL A new,
in competition. T he judges Issued a
Prizes will go to the fellow and giil
this evening finds Waldemar Flint
can Revolution as presented by Ken- smaller size pipe was Inserted inside
communique today, expressing the
with most snappy outfits who in the
•43 and Arnold Stlnchfield '43 opposhope that all snow sculpture would
neth Roberts In the recent best-selling the old one, and the Chapel heat was
estimation of the judges represent
ing Colby College over Station WCSH,
follow the astronomical motif of the
novel "Oliver WiswelT. The lost, post- restored.
their ideas of Miss and Mr. "Joe ColPortland, at 7.30. The Bates speakers
humous novel by Thomas Wolfe, 'You
Carnival.
lege". The same low price, thirty-five
The girls' gym, in Its present con- will uphold the affirmative of the naCan't Go Home Again", is reviewed by
Saturday night at 7:30 will see most
cents, and hours from 7:80-11 p. m.
dition, is one of the best of its size tional high school proposition: "Re- everybody peering "Through the Teledown many unnecessary visits and apLysander
Kemp
'42.
By H. DEAN HOYT *44
will apply while the popular Bobcats
solved, that the power of the federal
The art of fiction is well represented in the vicinity, says Mr. Ross. The
scope" at the Alumni Gym. That's the
pointmenU with him.
government should be Increased." The
supply music for the collegiate terpThe secretaries of the administration,
floor
is
new,
and
the
overhanging
balby a trio of short stories, the work of
Carnival Hop, which astronomy proMiss
Martin,
who
is
also
located
in
•Ithojgh they have responsible duties
ichoreans.
cony at the south end of the gym has program is presented for the benefit fessors Rice and Caswell declare to be
Mary
Curtis
'42,
Ralph
Tuller
'42,
and
1,1
been cut back, to lengthen the floor. of the high school debaters of Maine
injunction with the functions of Mr. Rowe's office. Is closely associatThoughts are In the wind for a Barbara White '42.
the astronomical center of the celesNew
type backboards have been in- and New Hampshire.
j1* roilege, are in many cases un- ed to the student body, in the fact that forthcoming dance contest. More about
Poetry, in the form of a short narratial holiday.
she
handles
many
of
the
student
club
seen to the student body. Their work
this from Chairman Dick Wall later. tive by Barbara White '42 and lyrics stalled for the basketball players, and
Sunday afternoon will wind up
kte
?s them in the background of ad- accounts and audits the books of many For the present take heed; Confucious by Lysander Kemp '42 and Elbert the required four feet of space be"Heavenly Daze", with "Moonset", an
hind each basket is available.
"Jwtrative affairs, so that the stu- others. She handles the books forthe say.
open hcuse at Thorncrag.
Smith '44, completes the issue.
Cfn
'-s rarely have a chance to become C.A.. Stu C. "Gamer. STUDENT.
As for Libbey Forum, a completely
The latest report Is that an article
The directors of the affair have
When
exams
are
over
he
must
leave
'tinted with them. It Is the hope "Buffoon", and many minor clubs.
planned something quite a bit differon recent American Music has been new room has been built to accomWho
not
attend
Flunk-Out
dance
0fthe
STUDENT that through this Clubs like the Varsity Club have their
ent in the way of awards this year.
submitted and accepted for the issue. modate the proposed typing and stenthis Saturday Eve.
^fc-up the student body may become books audited from time to time by
ography classes. A special type of inBanners will not be awarded to ths
The
Board
of
Trustees
of
the
college
lrore
familiaI. with who's who and Miss Martin.
sulating material will cover the cell- will be on canums this Saturday for high-scoring
men's
and
women's
**» m the secretarial circles. This
ing to deaden the noise of the type- their semi-annual, mid-winter mest- dorms. Instead, each participant on
writers. Thus Libbey basement has ing. The Board will meet Saturday the teams of the winning dorms will
«*«* is designed primarily for the Miss Howes
now two new classrooms—one already morning in the Chase Hall lounge, receive a handsome, especially enMhaifn. hut thore are many up- Handles "AM**
In the next office down the haU. Mr.
being used for selected sociology when the reports of the President and graved Readipoint pencil.
^class n *i and women who can
Powell's office. Mis. Doris K. Howes
:,t
courses, and the other which will be Treasurer of the college will be read
The various committees as anby this iiuormation.
Dr. Peter A. Bertocci is the author
•37 holds the fort. Students interested
nounced In last week's STUDENT are
*■* the majority of college offices
With the terminating of one semes- of two articles appearing in current available for use by the economics de- and discussed.
in flying should see Miss Howes as
working hard to make this betweenh Roger Williams, It is only natter and the commencing of another, , periodicals available at Coram Library. partment, with typing, stenography,
President Gray, who attended a
semester celebration a gala occasion.
"Wthat most of the secretaries should she handles all the CAA Courw Infor- the problem of obtainingbooksbecomes ;In the January number of "The Re- and advanced economics courses being
meeting of the Andover-Newton Theok
mation. She also helps in the comp.lateated there. The other secimportant to many of the students The view of Religion", appears a review by given.
logical Seminary board yesterday aftion of the Freshman Catalogue. News
*na, !es
Campus Service Commission of toe Dr. Bertocci of Professor Edgar S.
'
are either located in Chase
ternoon, will preside at the assembly
from campus clubs designated for the
Sail or
the Alumni Gymnasium.
Bates Christian Association has for ^Brightman's new book, "A Phllosohy
of the trustees. Present plans Indicate
Press Bureau passes through her desk.
Hr.
quite a few years attempted to assist of Religion". Prof. Brlghtman, father
that little more than routine matters
"owe Has
Much of this news is sent out to the
of
Miriam
Brlghtman
'43,
and
profesin
supplying
available
books
.i
.rewill be taken up, but the me ting 's .
^Secretaries
papers In the student's home town, so
duced price through Its second-hand jsor of philosophy at Boston Univernecessary part of administrative proDelta Phi Alpha, honor society of
^ "e are two secretaries in Mr. it is important to have it turned In to
sity, was the speaker at a Christian
German students, has issued invitacedure.
bookstore.
^^ office; Mrs. Carroll E. Camp- Miss Howes.
The combined resources of the
Association Vesper Service early this
tions to five students whose scholastic
I„ supplying this convenience the
u ^ Miss Dorothy M. Martin.
leading campus organizations will
commission
has
also
attemp^te-eU
requirements and interest in German
Mrs. Mildred L. ChiMs. who Issecfall.
„c," Campbell, who is Mr. Rowes
be used to lighten the burden of
Dr. Bertocci's other article, "The
culture and language qualify them for
retary to President Gray, has several book, for students at their eW>t*«*
the mid-year examinations. The
^''^fy has many duties in conjuncmembership. If the candidates all join,
ZZ that pertain to student inter- This year there has been no innova Focus of Religious. Education", apStudent Government represented
■|(*»ft the affairs of the men stupears
in
the
periocical,
"Religion
in
the society's membership will be raised
*ents. A
e^Just as^Mrs. Campbell handles ■ion. Lester Smith '43, chairman of the
by Virginia Fisher '43 and the
'l appointments with Mr.
Life", which is on reserve at the desk.
to
the full quota of 15.
scholarship applications, -c •*• »» commission, has asked that anyone InProf. Lyle Glazier will give a piano
Christian Association under Anne
«io«e.are made through her. In Mr.
He points out the need for churca
The list, as announced by President
Chllds handle the W^*-* ££ terested- in having their books sold
recital this afternoon af~4:00 In the
Temple '42 will be in charge of the
teachers who educate, not indoctrinate,
fcne'3, absence Mrs. Campbell can jobs, and she also handles the NYA
Edward J. Raftery '41, includes: Edna
Chapel. His program will Include SoSf them to room tjfcj:«-£
cocoas served each day from 4:16
tty. y be of much iaslsuiiice to
Mclntosh
'41, Dorothea Ross '42, Richtheir
students.
ie«l. wi
Payroll. Appointments to see Pres
nata No. 1 in C Major, Mozart; TwoHall, sometime before the close of the
to 4:45; Martha Burns '43 is in
>o would wish to see h'-n.
"But," the author says, "until we
ard Dearborn '41, Clinton Forstrom '4L
Inl Gray are made through her. This exam period. He has also requested
'ssuIes
Part Invention in B-flat Major, Bach;
charge of the basketball tournaall the scholarship clanks
build a Church which focuses its atlo
and Glenn Meader '42.
fall she was registrar for the stu
Prelude in C Major, Bach; Fugue in D
len
ment sponsored by WAA; the Stuts who apply for that typ'
that the book. ■«■£** "2 tention on the critical problems of
dents, who were 21 years of age
Major, Bach; March of the Dwarfs,
those which probably win be used next man in his adjustment to the world,
dent Council will contribute to the
nCiaI aid and
blank
over, when they registered under emester. as there is much doubt whe.
The entire student body extends
Grieg; Impromptu B-flat Major, Schur
cost.
Every
student
is
invited
to
d to
rjjd
which
is
willing,
at
whatever
sacheipf"j
her when filled out. A
sympathy
to Caroline Gray '44
bert;
Waltz
in
A-flat
Major,
Chopin;
a„
any
others
could
be
sold.
The
attend
and
get
a
little
relaxation
Ha . reminder to the students to the Selective Service Act. »
^nd^d bookstere w,U - open rifice, to provide able interpreters of
whose foster mother died last SatMoonshine, Macdowell; and Fantasia
and
fun
even
during
the
busy
days
1**.. Campbell's own words, to located at the far left end «**
life In all its various stages, we win
urday.
In C-Mlnor, Mozart.
Of "TPP'T
»>■"*. I can give much toff-! corridor on the tint floor of Ro*e „fteruoons during tae 0 « **w »» keep on merely Indoctrinating men."
t0 the
of
the
second
semester.
S W
students who wish to Bill.
u
- Rowo, an,, thiB ^rould cutj
(Continued on page two*
Dial twisters the country over will
hear the age old battle on the respective merits of Maine and Florida as
national vacationlands next week, as
the Mutual Network of New York
broadcasts a novel Bates-Rollins Collide debate on the subject, Saturday,
Feb. 1. at 10:30 .a m. Eastern Standrd Time.

^legates Tell About Germany's
Appreciation For Quakers' Aid

Warren Announces
Garnet Appearance

eaglets for the second primary
flight course, who will begin training Saturday, Feb. 1, given under,
the direction of the Civil Aeronautics Authority, is the end of
this week, Mr. Edward M Powell,
campus coordinator for the course,
announced recently.

Coffee Speaker Will
Show Hunting Movies

Make Improvements
In College Buildings

'Joe College' Plans
'Flunk Out' Dance

Debaters Meet Colby
Tonight Over WCSH

Mnown Secretaries In College
Office Have Important Duties

Board Of Trustees
To Meet Saturday

CA Committee Again
Plans Used Book Store

Dr. Bertocci Sees Need
For New Church Teachers

German Honor Society
Invites Five Students

Cocoas To Feature
Midyear Festivities

Prof. Glazier Gives Piano
Recital This Afternoon

Mu T

'

*"■

* *"

%^
flro

tons iu«a stew**. *******Aim«**^_

The

BATES STUDENT
Editor

Cashing Entertains
Final Debating Clinic

byLea

debate before an audience of 300 in
| which Paul Quimby '42 and Harriet
| White '41 advocated increased power
j for the federai government. Quimby

and Edward Oueilette of Syracuse
were formerly members of the same
Cushing debating team, and Oueilette
won the individual prize here In 1938
New Editor
(TeL 8-3399)
Ralph F. Tuller'42 -n BatM ^ preparatory school
Stall: John Robinson '42, Richard Horton '42, Lysander Kemp '42, Richard I tournament
Baldwin '43, isoiman Boyan '43, Artnur UonUuue '43, Weoster Jackson
Among the schools represented at
'43, Mitchell Meinick '43, Aimon iisn '44, i'aul Fournier '44.
the clinic were Lancaster, Oxford,
Reporters: Richard Dearborn '41, Durant Brown '42, David Nickerson '42,
Worcester South, Lowell, Grotou,
William Wortny '42, tiounX ikiarteil '43, jacn atanioerger '43, Thomas
Winston "43, Harry BarDa '44, iticnaxd CuiuuiUigs '44, uonald Day '44,
Fitchburg, Stoneham, Leominister,
Francis Oingras '44, AiDert Uutunoeig '44, Ueane noyt '44, Michael
Concord, Keene (N. H.), Lunenburg,
Touioumtzis '44.
Windsor (VL), and Gardner Higil
From the News: Edmund Leonard '41, John Prokop '41.
Schools; St. Mark's School and Boston
Women's Editor
(TeL 3207)
Annetta Barrus '41 Girls' Latin SchooL
Reporters: Barbara Abbott '41, Aino Puranen 41, Fiances Wallace '41,
Eugene Foster '39, now coaching
Kutu Saatord '41, Jean iiyder 41, ..uujoiie Luiiuquist *i, Joanne i-owUier
freshman debating at Syracuse, and
'4X, HKlSCh Hunt 41, uaoleruie Vvuule »i, i»-ul Steven* -Li, tjOiOlbj UiosL
Prof. Brooks Qui.nby '18 addressed
'42, Dorutuy r'oattr '*&, iicien Maxtts -ti, J*ias«u»«ui i»ioo»e '42, i-aUicia
Bradoury *z, u^uys i>ic«vu.oic -u, AUCUB ^u^uiue *.>, i-«i banuui
the students on the technique of good
'43, Barbara liooui-y '4*. je^ii wuus '«*, i-u-y uocaeiiua *•, Bradiay
debating.
Dearborn '■**, wir»>Bia taunt '**, ...iu i*unara »*, omen wwu 44, i-veClarence P. Quimby '10, headmaster
iya Mar»S«l '«», JI^HIB l«.uuiu« '«, o.a iw^so.ais **, iuu fuwia 44,
iaar.au ^i/vtiaiiu '«% AIUM iemj-.e '»-, vugaua Vrfwitwoita 43.
of the Academy, presided at the deSporU Editor
(lei. 8-4122)
Joliu Donovan '44 bate.
Stflif: DaviJ Nlokeraon »2, Marcel Boucher '43, Uco-gc Hammond '»3, Carl
liona '43, Joun Htnn"""'g""' '43, iwoocit Beott '4^ iAomaa Winston 43,
Joun Kuwiu.ua '42, Mimosa luits 43, Ubrvejr o. isa.ua '44, i^umuna
Gioion 44, jonn babraek '44, Michael louiuu^uais '44, Robert A. Aiacfarlaue '44.
Bnsaiess alanager
(TeL 4193-W)
Warren Brury '41
Advertising iilanager
&*. *■«■»
Chandler D. Baldwin 43
Circulation HnagH
(S*L M"«
WWfalBDll C. Wiutlou '41
Department Assistants: Howard Baker '43, Richard Becker 'IS, Richard
Carroll 42, utorge UhaletgiHy '42, Hildretn Flatter '42, Waldemar Flint
'43, Robert Goouapecd '44, Thomas Haydea 42, Joaa Hennessy 43, Josepn
Howard '42, David Eeilaey '44, vuicuut McfctlwUm 44, Eua Santilh '43,
Richard iaiuiey '44.
i

G3lle6iaie Di6est

They May Be Good
Along with the recent rise of popularity of the interventionist idea in this country, the peace idea in concentrated quarters has
also received a certain amount of stimulation. Seldom does a daygo by without our receiving some sort of propaganda from one or
more of many peace organizations. These organizations are very
much alive, despite their wide unpopularity and despite the difficulties under which they must operate in such times as these.
And perhaps the work done by them is grealiy under-estimated. Although most of them do present some immediate program,
for the most part they must necessarily operate on a long-range
basis. Perhaps this is what a large number of American people,
who are now condemning these organizations as unpatriotic, are
overlooking. If they do not all completely disintegrate in the near
future, as they did in the last War when things realiy got hot, they
may do inestimable service to the world. Not immediately, not all
at once, but over a long period of time.
How car. we, how can anyone, condemn them unconditionally
now? We cannot know with our narrow, bigoted perspective over
the present world, just what good they may do for us ail sometime.
It is within the realm of possibility that they may exert a good
force on a tired world after this war. Many present interventionists claim to nevertheless "hate war," and to love democracy. If that
is so, then a blanket label of "unpatriotic" upon the peace movement now working is hardly logical, is hardly right.
Dr. Bertocci said, "Let our freedom be freedom coupled with
the responsibility to speak the truth." Let us, then, hesitate to condemn the peace idea or movement at present when we obviously
cannot know the whole truth of its real worth.

What! Exams Here Already?
Unfortunately no educational system has as yet been devised
which can exist and perform successfully without some form of
examinations. And so to mid-years next week.
Probably no experience cf a freshman equals the trepidation
he or she feeis as the time approaches for the first college mid-year.
However, the thing that has always impressed us most
about these exams is that they usually are not as bad as we thought
they were going to be. So, freshmen, with the obvious precaution
of being adequately prepared, you should survive without undo
casualties. As for the preparedness angle, as one professor often
aptly remarks, "in time of peace prepare for war"!! This principle
works well when applied to exams anyway.

Taking Off Our Hats!
As the editorial "we" sit at our desk this morning (the mixing
of singulars and plurals is necessary, there being only one desk
any way you look at it) the dormitory maid is running around doing her best to make order out of chacs with us cluttering up one
whole side of the room.
We urge you to stop and think how it would be without maids
and janitors. We take off our collective hats to them: they have a
lot to contend with, they all do good work in spite of that, and we
don't appreciate them enough.

■V.'l ■
FLORIDA SOUTHERN COLLEGE
Hte THE: ONLY IMPORTED HINDU
TEMPLE IM AMERICA THIS HAMDCARVED TEMPLE WEIGHS 10 TONS,
WAS BROUGHT TO THE FLORIDA
CAMPUS FROM BENARES, INDIA

EACH TEAR THE PRESIDENT OF
NORTHWESTERN UNW L1S.TTS
A HUGH PURPLE CANDLE 4F£HK»
AT 601 P.M ON A WEDNESDAY IN
THE MIDDLE OF MAY AT THE
SAME MOMENT N.U ALUWNI ALL
OVER THE WORLD LIGHT CANDLES

Coeds Hear Miss Jones
Talk On Christian Service

The Christian Association held Its
annual banquet last night in Fiske
dining hall. Decorations were done in
pastels. Joanne Lowther, CA president,
introduced the speaker, Miss Virginia
Jones, who spoke on active Christian
Service. Miss Jones who comes from
South China, is an active member of
the Friend's Society being a cousin of
National Advertising Service, Inc. Rufus Jones. She Is very much InterPublished weekly during the college
Ciu.se Publishers Repnsmatm
year by the Students of Bates College
420 MADISON AVI.
NEW YORK. N.Y. ested in civic betterment and has made
CHICAGO i notion • Lot uiau • S»« F«A»CISC0 a name for herself in horticultural circles.
Entered as second-class mailer at
Special guests Included Dean Hazel
ftjsociaJed CbKeeidSe Press
the Post Office, Lexviston, Maine Clark, Mrs. Gray, Dr. and Mrs. Whitehorne, Mr. ^nd Mrs. Seward, and Dr.
D:_:iibutor of
t
Subscription . . .
S2.50 per year and Mrs. Zerby. Orrin Snow and Irin advance
ving Mabee, members of the CA executive board, were also present.

Glazier Addresses Round
Table Friday Evening
On Friday, the 24th, the Faculty
Round Table will meet at Chase Hal!
at 8:00 p. m. The chairman of the
meeting. Mr. August Buschmann, will
introduce Mr. Lyle E. Glazier who
will speak on "Moment Musical". The
hosts of the evening include Dr. and
Mrs. Leonard, Dr. and Mrs. Hovey,
Dr. and Mrs. Zerby, and Mr. and
Mrs. Coburn.

CLTJB NOTES
Mrs. William H. Chaffers showed
movies of France to the French Club
which met Monday night at 7 In Libbey Forum.
Politics Club will meet on Thursday
with Dr. Myhrman as the speaker. His
talk will be concerned with international affairs.
At the meeting of Macfarlane Club
on Monday Prof. Seward spoke to the
members on Spanish music.
Ten members were initiated into the
Christian Service Club last night. They
include: C. Buck "42, R. Stoughton '44,
H. Ray "43, V. Smith '43, W. Cate '44,
a Corbett '44, V. Sampson '42, A. Cofran '43, D. Lyman '43, E. Dahlgren
'43, R. Swanson '43, M. Brightman '43,
M. Cahall '43, and M. Lovcland '42.

ALUMNI NEWS
Lawrence Gammon of the U. S. Marine Corps la stationed now at Quantico, V'a.
Leighton Dingley *39, who received
his MA from Ohio State last June, is
an area supervisor for three counties
on a WPA recreation project His
headquarters will be in Springfield,
Ohio.
Allan Rollins '40 has enlisted with
the army and Is stationed at Fort Edwards, Mass.
Fred Riley '39 has a position as
chemist for the Dupont de Nemours
Co., at Carney's Point, N. J.
Donald Purlnton '39 Is an examiner
for the United Kingdom Technical
mission of the British Government in
the Colt's Patent Fire Arms Manufacturing Co., Hartford, Conn.
Genevieve Hawkins '40 Is now teaching at Danforth.

FROM THE NEWs
By ELIA SANTTLLI '43
"ISOLATIONISTS" VERSUS
"INTERVENTIONISTS"
A great national debate Is Being
concerning the American
waged
Foreign Policy, especially in relation to the European situation.
The two schools engaged in this
debate are the "isolationists who
are opposed to entanglements and
the "Interventionists" who believe
that in the affairs of Europe the
United States could not be other
than interested.
The
"Isolationists"
maintain
that: (1) The United States must
stay out of Europe's war; (2) No
measure should be taken by the
government that might involve
the country in the foreign conflict;
(3) Britain should be aided, but if
the Axis wins the war the United
States will be In immediate dan-

Cushlng Academy entertained at
Ashburnham, Mass., last week the
(Founded in i*73).
final and largest debate clinic of the
1940-41 series sponsored by the Bates
(The Auburn News 9010)
(Student Office TeL 3782-J)
Interscholastic Debating League. The
(TeL8-3899)
Brooks W. Hamilton '41 program featured an intercollegiate

Managing Editor
(TeL 638-J)
Edward F. Boottt 'U
Assistants: John Robinson '42, Ruth J. Stevens "42, George Hammond *3,
Barbara Abbott '41, Aino Puranen '41, William Worthy Jr. '42, Marion
Thomas '41, Janice Jayne '42, Mitchell Melnick '43, Robert Scott '43, Guy
Campbell '43, Robert AlacFarlane 41, Norman Boyan 43, Aimon Fish '44,
Paul E. Fournier '44, Rita Silvia '44, Eveiyu Maraden '44, Bradley Dearborn '44, bus Sanuiii '*i, Sia Kizoulis 44, iUicnaei iouioumtsis 44, -\.na
*■
■ 'AJ.
'44. Jonn
Joiia Staniberger
SUniberaer '43, Margaret Soper 43.
Leonard
'44, Viro-inia
Virginia Hunt '44,

^
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Campus Broadcasts From
Own Radio Studio W1IKE
By ARTHUR FONTAINE '4S

Anyone on campus who owns
a small radio set must have
heard the occasional buzzing of
i telegraph key lately. The fact
is that we have our own station
on campus in the basement of
Carnegie Science Building. The
owner and chief operator of station W1IKE is Dick Baldwin '43
who set up the equipment himself at an expense of about $150
at his home in Oakville, Connecticut. It is a 200 watt transmitter, broadcasting on several of
the bands.
There are over 65,000 amateur radio fans in the United
States alone, according to Dick
Baldwin. To operate legally they
have to pass a technical exam
and be able to send and receive
code at 13Va words per minute.
The Federal government issues
this license. Sending practice is
made on oscillators, whereas
practice in receiving may be hac
by listening in at regular sessions.
Government Keeps
Check On "Hams"
Lately the government has
been keeping a closer check on
"Hams". This summer all licensed amateurs were finger printeo
and photographed. One must be
a citizen to get any amateur's
rating. An "A" license is unlimited phone and telegraph and
.ets one into the twenty meter
band which is good for long distance work and also the 75 meter
band where the gossip is best.
The "B" license is unlimited except that phone may not be used
on these 2 bands. Many amateurs
hold class "C" ratings since they
took their exams from another
amateur rather than from the
regular inspector. This is the
same as the "B" except that
persons holding such licenses
may be called in to take the regular exam at any time.
Dick SP- i that there are all
kinds of hams", that is, some
are interested in long distance
transmission, others in relaying
messages, while some do little
but gossip. The station here does
work in all these lines for there
are three other students who
pitch in at times. Jack Kavanaugh, W2LUQ '43 of Newburgh,
N. Y. is chief assistant operator.
Dan Misuraca '44 of Thompsonville, Conn., has call letters

W1MQZ, and Sidney Shapiro '44
of Maiden, Mass., answers to
calls for W1LMN. Shapiro has
his own phone transmitter which
he hopes to set up here soon.
The boys have contacted many
states. Lately they have logged
calls from such places as Manassas, Va.; Springfield, Mo.; Ohioville, W. Va.; Plaquemine, La.;
Plainfield, N. J.; Gary, Ind.; Orlando, Fla.; Des Moines, Iowa;
Willow Grove, Pa.; Danville,
Ky.; Gambrills, Md.; Detroit,
Mich.; Stone Park, 111.; Racine,
Wis.; Warsaw, Wisconsin; and
others far into the night
Jack says that his first big thrill
-n radio came some years back
when he contacted Switzerland
one night on his 20 watter. Dick
jnce contacted a French and two
Australian stations in one hour,
jut he says that his biggest kick
2ame when he crossed 650 volts,
and that's about as big a kick as
anyone can stand.

Station W1IKE
Joins Maine "Net"
The practical value to us of
..his radio station is something
most of us haven't yet realized.
At 7:30 p.m. W1IKE joins the
Maine "net", a group of amateur
stations who relay messages.
Most of the world is banned today to radio amateurs but the
western hemisphere is practical
ly all clear. So if you have any
message that you want sent out,
bring or mail it to Dick Baldwin
and he'll send it out free of
charge. Delivery is not guaranteed but a very high percentage
of contacts is kept up throughout the land, and even in many
distant possessions of the U. S.
if you have no message to send
but are interested, drop arouna
to the radio room in Carnegie ana
the fellows will be glad to talk
radio.
"Hams" like these fellows have
done much for the development
of radio. For instance, the modern ultra-selective receiver is almost entirely the work of an
amateur from West Hartford,
James Lamb. They sometimes
turn to work in the government
services. Dick Baldwin himself is
likely to be called into the navy
any day now for active duty in
radio work.

ger.
The stand of the "Interventionists" is: (1) Though the United
States must do all possible to avoid
entanglement in Europe's war, the
best guarantee of continued peace
is to give Britain sufficient aid to
defeat the Axis: (2) Britain Is the
first line of American defense;
(3) If Britain is defeated, the United States will face the Immediate
danger of Axis pressure or attack.
The greatest advocate of intervention is President Roosevelt who
stresses the importance of Britain
in the American scheme of defense.
Roosevelt's newest effort is backing the Lease-Lend Bill sent to
Congress on Jan. 10. This bill
would give aid to any nation that
might be attacked by dictatorships, it would grant the President
power to "sell, transfer, lease, lend
or otherwise dispose of any defense articles to a friendly power,
provided defense of that power
should be deemed vital to the defense of the United States and that
the power should not transfer the
defense articles without the President's consent This is extensive
powers for any president and no
president in peacetime has ever received such powers.
The House Foreign affairs Committee are in session discussing the
bill. Then the bill will be presented
to both houses for discussion.
Most people are interested as to
what school will win, the "Isolationists" or the "Interventionists"
or perhaps a compromise will oc-

PRESIDENT STAR*
THIRD TERM
President R00seve.
third inaugural m
»
20th. His speech J^««3
1,000 words tecausT "H
that he wished to J^l
done so in his last ,, "^ >\
Thewhoiecererr.onv;^
lively simple and shorL ^
MUSSOLINI, HITLER
MEET FOR DBCCSsto
A situation again arise, 2 .
Hni and Hit.er ^ ^
heads together to J**i
next move. Perhaps ^'
part of their discussion '
ter around United State/1
Great Britain.
"
Undoubtedly they ^
their Spring campa^ fot J
is the traditional perio(i ^
offensives. It was on March BJ
year that >-many beganC*
ries of decisive move, *'
Denmark. Norway, and tfcT
erlands. There are many «J
sues that will be discussed, J
will be deeply concern^ ,
their attitude toward the h

States.
MANNING C. S.
NEW BASES
The eight bases that Pr^^
Roosevelt received from E^J
for fifty ships reflects grsatjj
A transport of men left ua J
from New York to XewfonjJ
where they will start toj
Newfoundland into a worthj
base. All the preparations art!
ing carried on in secrecy.
Trinidad is important for:
field, asphalt springs, and [
as a port of trans-shipment J.
foundland will be constructs j
an army garrison for it is ft
located to defend this hemin
from any attack by way of \
ern waters. Bermuda is
made into a mid-ocean
base with the island of .l»--;J
used for the same purpose tl
though these bases are valmaJ
an enormous amount ot ianel
ment is necessa:y in order to kql
pace with the development
modern warfare.
These bases are our eyes »«
to see what is approachi-is Ha^
destroyers and scouting ships i
submarines can refuel and r«
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Unknown Secretaries In College
Office Have Important Duties
(Continued from page one)
used by the various campus1
Secretary to the Bursar is Mrs. j tions. Miss Wood also does the!
Ruby A. McCarthy. Twice a year for syllabi for the different
tbose little slips of paper called se- j ments.
mester bills come out, and students
Miss Ruth Johnson '34 is
are somewhat reluctant to approach to Prof. Bartlett and Dr *
her office to pay them. Besides being of the new Placement Bute*
Mr. Ross' secretary, Mrs. McCarthy makes all appointments for
hands out room assignments and keys. | who wish to be helped in Bti
She also has charge of the lost and sitions after graduation.
found department and she "okays" all
notices to be put on the main buLstin And Now To
toasd. Mrs. McCarthy kecrs the date Men's Gym
book that records the doings on camLast but not least is lMw—
1 '.= and where they are going on.
Soule, secretary to Mr. En*st»»
Her work consists o! corresp^
Handles Student
with other schools and colle^ ^
"Cut Book"
arrangement of college »thleti*|
Mrs. Violetta M. Beal is secretary sical Education grades are a ^^
to the registrar. Mrs. Beal has charge
on file in her office. Ath,e"'^
of the "cut book" which records an for college games are issued V
cuts and excuses. Mrs. Beal as- all Bates students. On f* '"
sists in making out the exam sched- fice are reports concerning
ule, another necessity in college life. of the students from reports
Alumni who wish to secure records of
cal examinations, in"<entoi7
their college activities may write to letic equipment, attendance rece"
>• ^
Mrs. Beal for this information.
J
P. E. classes and cuts.
,Ctf2>
Chase Hall Has
of meetings of the Athletic L°<-»
Several Secretaries
Of interest to *• ^
We now shift the scene of activity
to Chase Hall where we may add two
more to our list of secretaries: Miss
Ruth Johnson and Miss Florence
Fields. Miss Johnson, who is secreta.y
to Mr. Paul Bartlett, helps him in his
work as Placement Director. All applications for student employment,
either on campus or off campus, pass
through her hands. The campus concessions are also part of her charge.

ment on campus, is "
M.
Pearl M. Harvey, »ecrrt"^l
Hazel M. Clark. ^^.tM
passes more than a thous ^
tions for admission f:0™ ^jt
coeds. The Bates Socw ^t
kept by Miss Harvey <*
^
"blue slips". Scholarship^^
for women are turned m ^ ^ p
they are brought up bc;°rAt0*
mittee on Scholarship A'"-^ j
and detailed record ° ^9
Miss Fields, who Is the Alumni
marks and activities are ^
Council secretary, has little contact
office files for reference ^ ^
with undergraduates, for her work has
This is important to <=* {g>,
mostly to do with the graduates of
r
'° ^
Bates^ However. In contrast to this. who are applying f° mar
prospective employers
Miss Fields says:
omplete rrfe»
college for a ©
0
have M much
In a condensed form
with the students as we wish
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has tried to introduce yo" ^
lege secretaries. It b ^
with them, and therefore we would be students will become «c'
„
b tter able to keep in touch with them
these women who really P^ ^
after graduation."
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SPORT SHOTS

Nickerson Sets New
Record Against N U

By JOKN DONOVAN '42

A well-balanced Husky track team
from Northeastern University defeated
the Bates track team last Saturday in
the Bates cage by a 66-41 score. Wires
of Northeastern was the individual
high-scorer of the day collecting ten
points for two firsts in the shot put

Black Bear Quintet Stantial leads Scorers Four Best Men
Outclaws Bobcats P*^^Z^ For K Of C Meet

In the opening of State Series bas- scormg puncn compietely overwhelm-J
ketball competition last Saturday eve- c(J tho fightlnK Bates freshmen here
ning, the Black Bear hoopsters °? laat Wednesday evening before a small
Maine grabbed a close 46-41 battle CT0V.d Fnm u^ opening, whistle, it
from the Bobcats. The fracas was became evldtnt that both teams were
|hard fought and packed with action QUl to 3Core plenty of points, and score
The four best quarter-mllers in the
' tney did_ -Tbe Iin8j outcome found
and thirty-five pound weight throw. from start to finish.
school will be selected by Coach C. Ray
The first half saw the U. of Maine KenU Hm Qn tQp gg^,
Ken Lyford and Ike Mabee both scored
Thompson following try-outs today, to
two firsts for Bates but they tied for starting an all sophomore team com- I
represent Bates in the K. of C. relay
1
I tern?
This season, at the helm of
first in the 300, so only collected nine posed of Quint and Pratt forwards; j Every man in the startln* line-up meet at the Boston Garden, Saturday
Hussey at center; and Ward and M-- j scored at least 10 points, with Blake
points apiece. Lyford thus won his let" n-s destinies is a new mcnKeen, guards. The Bobcats banged into j garnering 13. Even their reserves evening.
ter first time out Mabee took his oth' ,,» MoCellan, who was a
the contest with a swiftly clicking fast'. seemed as potent as the regulars, and Runners eligible for the meet are
er first in the six-hundred, and Lyford
*
basketball coach at Braun
offensive drive which netted 20 points 0» prep team substituted freely with- Dave Nickerson '41, "Ike" Mabee '41,
his
in
the
broad-jump.
j^er
Eldon Boothby '42, "Bob" McLauthbefore the half ended. When the soph out suffering any ill effects.
New meet records were set in two five failed to get under way against
lin "43, Minert Thompson '43, and Ken
On the other hand, the freshmen
. tau and rugged crew from
events, the 2-mile run and the 1,000 the Carnet courtmen, Coach Sam SeLyford '43. The four selected will comcontinually missed shots, and except
*! .„. have already played ore
yard run. Prohodsky of Northeastern zak of Maine sent in a complete vetpete against such teams as the Uni! for Doug Stantial's amazingly accurate
broke the tape In 9:56:4 for the two- eran outfit which split the nets for It
versity of New Hampshire, Tufts,
jsiiooting, the score could have assumed
06„ir.stin Maine
J^Corcy
- hotly»»^«;I
contested strugMiddlebury and others. Warren Drury
mile, and Dave Nickerson of Bates 1'jinters as the hal' marker sounded.
humiliating proportions. Doug, who
to;,s reportedly Play a rough
covered the thousand yards In 2:22:1, At the close of the half Bates held a
'41, a member of last year's team, is
j found the range for 20 points, kept the
*Tiw
concentrating on long distance runs
'[basketball, a style in which ag- ; as possMe„
lopping more than a second from the slim 20-14 lead after remaining in
I freshman attack from stalling comHits and BiU
this year and so will not try for a porecord. Bates swept only one event float all the way.
,.ness and staying power count
' pletely. Larochelle was next with 12,
sition.
Harry is well-known around the
We understand that Buck Spinks' the three hundred with Lyford and
The IV&T club came back Into the
tiie Saints played the
. I and he was followed by Arnold
the
campus
for
his
athletic
achlevecommanding
officer
at
Camp
Edwards
Mabee
tying
for
first
and
Eldon
contest
after
the
relaxing
session
with
_
I e-te lose.;'--' —:y
committed
over
lh
-Last year's team won over NorthSpeed" Card with seven. Tod Gibson,
1 ids a condition which may ments—as an excellent punter on the is Col. Meyers, father of Monk Meyers, Boothby taking third, while North- new zip and fire in their playing, pull- Walt Deering, and "Woody" Eastman eastern, but was defeated by Tufts.
lun'due to the closer calling of | gridiron whose long accurate kicks former All-American halfback at West eastern swept two, the high-jump and ed even with the Garnet and passed
chalked up the remaining markers. Coach Thompson expects this year's
*". .-„ction3 in the Pine Tree state. I time and again pulled the Bobcats out Point.. .The track meet against North- high" hurdles. Bob McLauthlin lost I them to remain in front the remainder Dean Hoyt did a good job in keepin^, team to better the 3.33 time set by
has
against Hart- , of some tight spots and £•; an aggres- eastern last Saturday afternoon was fa is first race in the cage when he of the game. The Bobcats fought back the sharpshooting Earl Huse down to last year's runners.
has performed
pe
m whose type of play very sive forward on the basketball court, enjoyable. The former track letter- dropped the mile to "Long Bill until the final buzzer found them five baskets.
Two weeks later, on Feb. 8, the same
moles St. Anselm's, and they j But there has been more than the men who watched the meet trom the CarrolL Carroll, a soph, won the mile within five points of the Bear score.
A reinforced freshman team bounced team selected today will compete In
enjoy playing teams who use; athletic side to Harry's career at balcony enjoyed it too... We know in the Boston Metropolitan meet two Tiie final score left Bates on the sad
»s
right back at the prelim to the Var- the BAA meet at which last year
Bates. He has been a member of the wha*..we always say; if you can't play weeks ago, and according to the end of a 46-41 count
& kind of opposition.
Harry Gorman played brilliantly for isity-Muine clash only to lose a heart- Bates defeated Middlebury and the
Northeastern coach is expected to do
Student Council since his freshman a sport go out for intramurals.
big things in future meets.
the Mansfield club swishing the strings j breaker to South Portland 37-36. Dubo- University of New Hampshire.
j(cGon.ii?ie, McNeil, O'ConneU, and
ifor 14 markers. Parker Small of the!wick with 14 points sparked a small,
fce.v are the forwards who will probIn the shot put John Sigsbee co"'* , Black Bears shared the scoring honors ! fast-breaking Caper five to a
a thrilling
lllv gee action, along with Foley and
not equal his last year's throw, and had
with
Gorman
with
14
points
to
his
I
last
minute
one
point
victory,
while
aetarias at center. A couple of very
to be content with a second. He also
credit also. Another player worthy of | Doug Stantial, with 20 markers, once
itsky F»rds, Tanova and Garvey, are
placed second in the forty yard dash,
mention is lanky Carl Monk, sopho- again was a powerhouse for Bates.
Delicious lee Cream
the real
res sparkplugs of tiie club this
totaling six points for the day. Northmore
forward.
Last
Saturday's
enThe trackmen of the class of '44 eastern swept the high jump, and also
How Being Sold at Yrar
Quick to take advantage of every bit
The game sec-sawed back and forth
Itt!of snow, the Ski Club" had an extra'made their debut last Friday after- took the first in the pole vault thus counter. Monk's first varsity contest throughout. Slanlial cut in fast to open
BATES
COLLEGE 8TOM
showed him to be a fine ball player as
Be Garnet will be very eager to bit of luck with the advent of snow oon when they bowed to Thornton
the scoring, but Dubowick came back
n
dominating all of the field events exhe found the hoop for eight point*.
I w tils encounter because it will be , for their planned trip out to Prof. Academy by the score of 60-48. The
o even it up. From than an .o the
cept the broad-jump, which was won
Don Webster turned in his usual fine
Heir last game for some twenty-two , Walms.ey.s camp in Wayne on Sun- | meet was close all the way but the oy Lyford.
ttei
half one team would have the adCOLLBGB STREET
performance, although he was not in
id-years, in case you ^ ^^ ^^ hgld tryouts of pros. j boys from Saco ciinched the outcome
vantage only to lose it At the halfSummary.
his best form due to a very recent twohivcn't heard, and it would be nice to pective members during the past week when they took first and second places
way mark the freshmen led, 16-15.
35 lb weight—Wiren (N), Parmenter day scige of the grip.
| lave the mellow lingerings of victory und now announce that the new mem- in the broad jump, the next to the
(B), Knowles (N). Distance, 44 feet
However, South Portland came back
The game was a good one to watch
Ail Kinds of SBM Kepalrtmg
i Bates during the long vacation.
bers admitted are Margaret Burt '43, last event of the afternoon.
7 inches.
rnd a tough one to drop. Let's hope with fire In thoir eyes and gradually
Ruth Parkhurst '44, and Terry Foster
Arnold Card gave further proof of
Lewbtea, Ha.
Brud Witty and Harry Gorman, COShot put—Wiren (N), Sigsbee (B), the Bobcat bounces rirrht back and I built up a small lead. Twice in a row •7 Colic*. 81
"44.
his versatility when he came up with KnowleS (N). Distance, 43 feet 6% tips over St. Anselms WecTnesday evt- JDolan cut from nowhere to take passes
I captains, will try to ignite the spark
The winter seasons of sports are
ning.
the individual high score for the day. inches.
from Libby and Small and score unI tonight, that will spur the Bobcats to
continuing until Feb. 28 with a few He picked up firsts in the dash and
molested. With about six minutes to
the heights, and they will be ably
40 yard dash—Corcoran (N), Sigs6
,,TT , .. _ r.-,^ TJof ' changes
in
con- the low hurdles, a second in the high
go George Silverman, smart pivot man
sported, .by Don
Webster,
Red Raf- |
_ days
» ^to make it tmore
t_
(
bee
(B),
McFarland
(N).
Time,
4.4
We Can Show Tea a Tartea
venient for all to come out to enjoy hurdles, and a third in the broad jump
from Norwich, Conn., entered the
j Iffy, Tom Flanagan, Red King, Carl
Selertiea •'
Lome form of activity. Volleyball games 'o net fourteen points. Winter, a bi£ seconds.
game. At the time South Portland enMonk, and all the rest of the squad.
FBIZE
Mile run—Carroll (N), McLauthlin
are played on Monday's and Thurs- boy who is a junior at the academy,
joyed a 35-27 lead and seemed to be LADIES' SILK UMBRELLAS «ni
days at 4:30 in the Women s Locker gathered thirteen points with two <B), Kelly (N). Time, 4:37:4.
The probable line-ups:
breezing along. But with Silverman
I.EATUEU HA\I> BAGS
45 yard high hurdles—McFarland
A defiant and determined freshman falling and pnssing and Stantial cutBates Building. At the end of the season will '< firsts and a second and Larsen garSt Anselms
LEA Till i; BILL FOLDS
be
held
the
Garnet
and
Black
games
.
^
.
(N),
Powers
(N),
Lavin
(N).
Time,
'team
will
be
out
to
avenge
two
untweIve
w
high
hur
Raftery
McGonn:~'e
If
ting and shooting. Bates pulled within
BOOK EITDS
CLOCKS
e. _».
■ i
— _»— ■. _
....
*.', „
r
— ] convincing defeats suffered at the one point of a tie. With a little more
Gorman that help add points to the winnin
rf
C'Ccnneil ..,
dies and placing in three other events. •KL
Pole vault—Tarbell (N), Boucher \ hands of a powerful Kents Hill aggre-1 than a m;nute remainlngi Dubowick
,
Webster | team's score toward winning the banoley
Eill Crean showed well in taking the (B). Distance, 11 feet 6 Inches.
„
Flanagan ner for the year. Basketball, which is
gation and a "surprise package" South j hroke ]oose for the cHnching basket.
ar.ova
pole vault at a height of ten feet and
Jewelen
600 yard run -Mabee (B), Fitzpa-! Portland High team. On both these i And ^t^ug,, stantial sunk another
Garvey
rg
Witty played on Wednesdays and Thursdays
at 4:30 in the gym. also has a Garnet three inches. Hal Hoskins won the 300 trick (N), Carroll (N). Time, 1:17:3. j occasions the freshmen have he<=n . two points, they weren't quite enough
Xalae
in 36 seconds to stamp himself as bei hampered by illness in their ranks | to reach g g&]laJit South Portland five.
and Black competition planned.
High jump—Lavin (N), Martis (N),
caused by the formidable presence of |
To help one relax during mid-years, ing worthy of watching in the future.
Huey (N). Distance, 5 feet 10 inches.
King Flu on the campus.
WAA has planned, with the help of
Next Friday the frosh will play host
Two-mile run-Prohodsky (N), Par-, ^ ^ Qf |fc(B- encountera ^u
the Basketball Club, an interclass com- to Deering High of Portland. Deering
ker (N). Drury (B). Time, 9:56:4.
L against a„ unpredictab!e Bridgton
petition. These games promise to be is as yet an unknown quantity. HowBroad jump—Lyford (B), Lavin Academy five at the Alumni Gymnainteresting and to exhibit the abilities ever the frosh should show improve<N>, Boothby (B). Distance, 20 feet sium on Wednesday, Jan. 22. In the
of the various classes.
ment, especially if Bert Smith, a prompast few years, the Bridgton teamsters
During the absence of Miss Parrott ising miler who has been laid low by Vi inch.
1000 yard run—Nickerson (B), Dre- have offered the freshmen quite a bit
Miss Fahrenholz has taken on her du- iliness, is able to compete.
of formidable opposition. All indicavitch (N), Carroll (N). Time, 2:22:L
ties as faculty advisor of the SwimTho
summary:
300
yard
run-tie,
Lyford
(B)
and,tions
now, however, seem to point to
ming Club. Prof. Walmsley and Miss
Mabee
(B),
Boothby
(B).
Time,
35
j
a
relatively
weak divided Bridgton
Fahrenholz have also divided up the
40 yard dash—Won by Card (B:;
seco"*.
f'-ve. The lack of experience and the
instruction of Miss Parrott's classes.
2nd, Hawkes (T); 3rd, Hoskins (B).
| scarcity of veterans proved fatal 'n
Training for the first semester 7.me: 0 sec.
_. __-. .
their recent defeats suffered at the
draws to a close with those who took
Mile run—Won by Colptcts (T); 2nd, sen (T); 2nd, Card (B); 3rd. Lester I, rf ^^ ^ BM uttle
It feeling fine and glad they did; and
'High School
hangman (T); 3rd, Jansen (T). Time: <T>. Time: 6 4-5 sec
those who for some reason didn't tryit,
300 yard run—Won by Hoskins (B); i '
'
S
min.
19
4-5
sec
'
*
j The other forthcoming engagement
all the more resolved to give it a try.
2nd, tie between McElwain (T) and i3 quite another story. sm sraartn?
45 yard low hurdles—Won by Card
Notices will be posted as to what day
Berman (B). Time: 3 eec.
J from one decisive defeat suffered at
Straining will end. Remember, that if (B); 2nd, Larsen (T); 3rd, Hoskins
Shot
put—Won
by
Winters
(T);
sectheir hands, the Frosh, will again face
training was not taken this past se- (B). Time: 6 1-5 sees.
ond, Shea (B); 3rd, Regina (T). Dls- a strong KenU Hill club Friday, Jan.
|mester, it may be started in the sec600 yard run—Won by Hawkes (T); tance: 43 ft 9 in.
|24, on the latter's home court. Handiond semester and a half-year's credit 2nd, Larsen (T); 3rd, Keach (B).
1000 yard run—Won by Davis (T); ' capped by the loss of George Silverwill be given. Training for one year is Time: 1 min. 27 sec*.
second, Goodrich (B); third, Roberts men, star center, and Cy Finnigan, the
a prerequisite for receiving any WAA
45 yard high hurdles—Won by Lar- (B). Time: 2 min. 30 2-5 sec
|freshmen bowed to the Kents Hillers
reward.
Pole vault-Won by Crean (B); 2nd, j!-st week t0 *e tl,ne of 66"46- Blakely,
Rumery (T); 3rd. Roberts (B). Height: \*e hlSh scorer f<>r Kents H1U in ^
in ft S In.
initial encounter with the freshmen,
_ , ,_, _ . 'warrants close observation in the
High jump-Won by Park (B); 2nd. >
engagement Driscoll.
Q
tie between Doe (B and Larsen <D.|Normtagtollj Smlthj and Huse aI1 rang.
Height: 5 ft 4 1-2 in.
I— m Q>e d<jubIe brackets of fhe sco__
Clothing
Broad jump—Won by Lester <T);Mng coIumn in the previous engage2nd, Lursen (T); third. Card (B). Dis-1 ment and snouid be watched,
ESTABLISHED 187S
tance: 18 ft 10 1-4 In.
Barring any more illness and with
Discus—Won by Winters (T); 2nd, \ the reappearance of Silverman as an
Shta (B); 3rd, Larrabee (B). Distance: active member of the first five, the
f O B
MEN
Frosh optimistically look forward to
105 ft 2 in.
205 MAIN STREET
OPPOSITE STRAND THEATRE
9
You'll enjoy the relaxation of a
the coming games with Bridgton and
See MIKE BUCCIGROSS, College Agent
pause more if you add the reKents Hill, wrapping their hopes in the
freshment of ice-cold Coca-Cola.
unfaltering eyes of Doug Stantial and
Drop Into
Joey Larochelle.
Its taste never fails to pleas*,
TBE QDALITT SHOP
and it brings a refreshed feel197 Main Street
113 CoUege St * atfa. from Campni
ing you will like. So when you
Featuring Hamburg Sandwkaee
OUB
AM
18
TO
SATrSPE
pause throughout the day, make
Hot Dogs an* Toastee" Sandwiches
it the pause that rmfrmshms with
Hare Ton Tried Oar Sflex Coffee!
WITH OPB QDALITT FOOD
Promptly * Accurately Filled
NOW ON DISPLAY
Open 7 A. M. to 10:80 P. M.
YOU TASTE ITS QUALITY ice-cold Coca-Cola.
Cor. College * Sabattue, Lewietoa
When you buyj
BATES 8TUDB5T8
DARTMOUTH you
Bottled under authority of The Coca-Cola Company by
have the best
Sold only by
COCA-COLA BOTTLING PLANTS INC.
39 Second Street
Auburn, Maine
far
jewelry aad Watea Beaalrtog
GOODS
EDS and CO-EDS
Senior Sports Celebrity
This week we present to you Harry
Gorman '41, co-captain of the varsity
basketball team and the sharp-eyed
the Bates varsity basketball
forward who looped the nets for fouragainst St. Anselms,
teen points against Maine last Satur:tacks up
""it wiU mark fucsr firat at day night.
; : -:
a New Hampshire team
Harry prepared for Bates at Boston

year. In addition he has been an active member of both the Varsity Club
and the German Club.
Harry has worked his way through
Bates handling various and sundry
jobs over a four-year period. He has
worked in the Commons; he's been a
janitor in a dormitory; this is his secLatin where he played football Bad land year as a proctor. Summers he
baseball. Strangely enoagh he did not has had all sorts of jobs ranging from
play basketball in high school-mainly that of a camp councilor to that of a
because Boston Latin did not have a pin-setter-upper in a bowling ailey
tasketball team at that time. We
jAfter
graduation vfrom
Bates?
were rather surprised to learn that j Harry is a bit undecided about the fuHarry had been a baseball player in | ture, but since he is Number 18 on the
his youn3er days. So we prodded him ! draft list in his home town Harry
with questions. But Harry was pretty ! figures that he will be busy for an&b Ut the Whole
He raer
other year—at least.
^
°
,y ^^
^ ^ ^«"•*
^.^ °| stayed ^ ^ ^ ^

WAA Board Outlines
Work For Semester

Coach Expects Good
Showing In Annual
Event Saturday Nite

Frosh Drop Track
Opener To Thornton

HOOD'S

SHOE HOSPITAL

Frosh Face Week
With Twin Hoop Bill

I^*.-L

errs . FoutfTAnc nras

IT-;,,.-.;,-,

Barnstone-Osgood

JUST ARRIVED

After a long class,
pause and

The New Spring Suits
In all Pastel Shades
Longer Jackets !

Narrower Skirts !

VISIT OUR SHOP
OUR COLLEGE

REPRESENTATIVE IS

Miss Honorine Hadley
Tel.-3825-R

MID-WINTER

SALE

11 Murphy Fur Co.
TEL. 2143 - 2144

Hats

Furnishings

FK
ANI^S
s i m t
B

- Ash St. Lewiston Me.

Purity Restaurant

The College Store

Bedard's Pharmacy
PRESCRIPTIONS

HAYES EATS IN HIS OWN DINER

DARTMOUTH
SKIS and
EQUIPMENT

Henry Nolin

HAYE' DINER

OPP. SCS-JOUBNAL - TEL. 1440 - LEWIST05, MAEfB

7f LlsboB 8t, Lawbtea

TeLHS

BILL

THE BARBER

Chase Hall • Hoars« t-lS—M

Wells

SPORTING
AUBURN

5<

*<<

UflSlNBtNt.

fun

*M»Mf«ii**.*o*B^*»*

AT THE THEATRES

^$JV'

EMPIRE
Wed - Tbnre - FH - Sat
Jan. tt, S3, 84, 85
Jack Benny, Fred Allen, Mary
Martin In "Love Thy Neighbor".
Wed Night 8:30 - Prof. Shut*
"What's the Answir?"
Sun - Mon - Toes - Jan. 86, 87, 88
Fred Astalre and Paulette Goddard In "Second Choru»".

MADE FOR SMOKERS
UKE YOURSELF

AUBURN
Wed and Ttmra . Jan. 88 and 83
"Mark of Zorro" with Linda Darnell and Tyrone Power and "Charter Pilot" with Lynn Barl and Lloyd
Nolan.
Fri and Sat - Jan. 84 and 85
"Tall, Dark and Handsome" with
Cesare Romero.

You'll enjoy Chesterfield's right combination
of the world's best cigarette tobaccos. They
give you something no other cigarette can offer.
Chesterfields are MILD... the way you
want a cigarette... not flat... not strong.
Chesterfields smoke COOLER, and every puff
gives you that BETTER TASTE that Chesterfield is famous for. Ask for Chesterfields.

Quiet Week Narks
Intramural Program
It haa been a quiet week in Intramurals, with but a minimum of contents taking place. Due to colds anJ
poor conditions—a more extensive program has been impossible.
Perhaps of most importance is the
announcement that the patrons of the
Bates Winter Carnival will be given a
chance to look in on a spectacular ice
hockey match by two of the league's
leading teams. At the present writing
two hockey matches of this season
have been passed by. Only one of these
contests was actually played, the
match between JB and Off-Campus
going to the freshmen by way of forfeit
In the other match, the Icemen of
the New Dorm cooled off the hocksv
moguls of West Parker by a score of
4 to 3. Aucoin and Bracken tied far
top scoring honors—both marking up a
couple of points apiece. Other scorers
for New Dorm besides Bracken, were
Topham and O'Shaughnessy—each for
a single point. Assisting Mr. Aucoin on
the fruitless cause of East Parker was
Mike Melody, who scored a marker.
In the basketball department the
New Dorm was equally successful with
Tiny Boothby leading his cohorts to a
39-32 win over West Parker. Boothby
continued in his mad scoring race with
b collection of 26 points for his followers. In the handball division. East
Parker defeated Roger Bill 2-1.

EAT AT

Delegates
(Continued from page one)
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I *tefl ft "T^X "J2S*Z' Toba
<*o Co. Offers
..
^ of negoUaUd ^ ^ ^^ N«W Book To Students

Campus Postman Describes
Years' Service As Uneventful
By NORMAN BOTAN'43

,

He was engaged in parcel post de-

For the last ten years or so, first livery for a number of years until a
class mail has been delivered to Bates ^organization of routes and terriSLTby^eorg. O. Campbell. B. tor*, fought him bac8 to work
L^en working for the Post Office; cownstreet, still in the parcel post serDepartment for 28 years. Now, In less; vice, for eight years. About this time
than two weeks, he will be sixty-five another reorganization took place, and
Post Of- ] he was transferred to the delivery of
years old, and according to
fice requirements, will have to retire first class mail, and given the route
on which the college Is located. When
.iom active service.
he started delivering the first class
When Mr. Campbell first started^e-.maii ^ ^ ^^ ^ ^ ^ ^^
.venng ma il for the Lewiston branch, buildings were up, including Chase
Bates College was a very small Hall, so that he only had to make one
school and Lewiston was but a smaU I stop to deliver the boys' mail and pick
.own. In fact, in those days, Bates,^
.
(
G ^ u
was considered to be way out^ln the : crecUon Q[ ^^ ^ & central ^
; office, the mailmen bad to deliver the
mail to the men's dorms separately.
As far as unusual experiences are
concerned, Mr. Campbell says that, in
his many years of service, he can remember no out-of-the-ordinary days
while he has been delivering mail to
Bates. He never has had any trouble,
The only stops that he used to make and thinks that there has always been
vith parcel post packages were at a good class of boys and girls here at
Whjttier, Milliken and Cheney Houses, school. He has never encounterd any
ind Rand Hall, the Parkers and Rog- kicking, and the students have alcr Bill and John Bertram. The walk always been cooperative in their deal-hat runs in front of Hedge now, used ings with him. As far as the actual
.o be a driveway, and he used to drive trouble involved in his job, he says
straight from Parker to Roger Bill that he has had little or none, aland J. B. At this time, there was no though the work itself was not too
chapel, no athletic building, and Chase easy.
Hall had not yet beeTT built. He had a
When he was asked how he felt
l-.orse and beach wagon with which to about retiring, Mr. Campbell said that
make his deliveries. Mr. Campbell has at first he thought that he was going
sten many changes in the grounds and to be sorry, but that if the Post Ofhuildings in his many years of de- fice Department changes its mind
'ivery.
| now, he would indeed be sorry.

postman on horseback. At this time
Mr. Campbell did not deliver the regular first class mail to the college but
ae worked in the parcel post delivery
.service. However, he did tiave to come
ur to school to deliver and pick up
..ackagea.

Thirty Seven Sicn Up
For Typing, Shorthand
Thirty- seven students have signed
up already for the typing and shorthand courses to be given next semester, it was recently announced by tie
College and the opinion was stated that
there are likely to be more candidates
before the classes start on the first day
of the second semester, Feb. 10. The
number signed up includes 30 for the
typing course and seven for the shortband division. Enough are committed
to the typing course, so that two divisions have been formed.
The typing course, with three
of classes each week, will meet
day, Wednesday and Thursday
noons from 2:30 to 3:30 and
4:30 to 5:30.

hours
Monafterfrom

CA To Lead Chapel
During Exam Period
With Morgan Porteus '41 in
charge, the Religion Commission
of the Bates Christian Association
is planning to have a short Chapel
service every morning during the
mid-year examination period, as
has been done in past years.
The services will begin at sevenforty in the morning and will bst
for about fifteen minutes. Members of the student body will be
the leaders. Although it is not definite as yet, there probably will be
organ music during the service to
supply a background. The first of
these devotional gatherings will be
on Monday, Jan. 27, the first day
of exams.

PECK'S
«e your frocks,
bit winter won, i

Stripes and checks in shirsj
frocks.. .gay new prints inPn
coat dresses.
Fashioned of Punjab and '
Char-Ming" percale... colorful (
flower show, they stay fresh D J
daisy after innumerable
BUDGET DRESS SHOP
STREET FLOOR

Freshman Debaters Take
3-0 Vote Over Portland
Despina Doukas '44 and Vincent!
Kusick '44 won the unanimous 1
sion of the judges in a deb-U 1
at Portland with Portland
School, for whom Alias Doukail
formerly debated as a high
student
Another freshman group, likn
coached by Speech Assistant
Harrirfgton '42, participated in all
r>ament Saturday at Cony High 8
Augusta, winning five debates i
losing three decisions. Making I
trip were Elizabeth Cort. P.obertl
farlane, Donald Day. Milldred f
Edward Dunn, Norman Temple, I
lotte Stachelek and Arnold Steve* I
Monday Harrington took two use]
to Durham for non-decision debt
on the federal power topic will I
University of New Harr.pshinf
men. Madeline Butler. Suzassl
rand, Robert Macfarlane and Vm
McKusick represented the Bates Si
McKusick representej the Bates Sej
men.

1 is unfortunate that he dismissed the

The shorthand section will meet on
Norman Thomas sarcastically .urn- j ^ abu8fc„
"Tobaccoland, USA"-probably the the same days from 3.30 to 4:30.
(Continued from page one)
Both of these new classes will holj
marized Roosevelt's chat as a picture. -^^^ furthermore warned of the 'most complete picture-study of tobacco
taking her exercise out on the i
forth
in
the
new
classroom
recently
of America on the sidelines as an arae- attempU to rationalize the principle of | farming and cigarette manufacture
atorma are In the offing, but il •
nal helping God Almighty lick the. conscription as good in Itself. "Soon [ ever published—is offered free to completed in the basement of Libbey
children have come out to p!«.
Forum.
A
modol
class
of
beginning
French
Devil. The President, he believes, over- j we wUl ^ told QMt COMCription ' the public by Liggett & Myers Tobacco
can expect fair weather.
students
is
providing
practical
experisimplified the war Issue In Europe, equals democracy. Of course it does , Company m Its new Chesterfield CigMrs. Eleanor H. Morse of Auburn
In addition to the weather
ence
for
members
of
the
French
omitting the "revolutionary aspect of!<:reate a iot of jobs_for nnoy 0ffl- arette campaign,
has been retained to teach these
Whew Tow Get Larffe MMMSa
ments,
the weather flags which
the war as a symptom of the hideous jcer8 Agitation for more discipline for I
courses, which are being oJTered more ^T^T- ^T* * *»«■
1M jniUH.r 8T.
LEWISTOH
new
; failure of private capitalism and abso- | Americans aprlnga usually from those I
^'P^e, 14-Inch book illur- or less as an experiment, to see if ^"''Jf ' U Z5T* °' ** ^ no part in forecasting the weather,*
For Private Parties Call K*i
! lute nationalism. He overlooked the | who wouW hke to p^y teacher. We trate3 tbe Showing, curing and process- cnough interest in such practical £ ST* Tl* ^ UP' '°r used to make known approaching
war's relation to the centuries-old dis-|mu8t Ilght the current militarism even '"* 0f tobacco- M well as scenes from courses will be shown by the students. „!"!" ^ ?. ChUdren ot «•«*» ther conditions to the whole off
organization of Europe and her recur- jat the risk of misunderstanding." The 'the typical We of "w Southern tobacco Although complete working ability of
" 0r °f taea,to °f toe «K^ Flags Have
II
ring wars. He exaggerated the power j Army ud Navj, Registrar recently country- ^^ over 100 large photo- either subject cannot possibly be obis felt that although conditions in- Varied Meanings
The following flags and
of Hitler-or any man—to unite Eu-1 urged the immediate arrest of Thomaa. *raph3 and drawings and interesting tained in one semester's work enough voived in teaching a class of young
rope, Asia and Africa, with all their j An account of the Congreaa would St0Ty captions- * ta already In use by of a basic foundation can be acquired Pupiis are not wholly the same as in s re those most commonly seen»P
Per Kea! Courteons Taxi Service
hates and fears, againat the Western; not be complete without mention of ic°IIeg;es and libraries in many parts of so that the student can proceed on his teaching older students, still there is from the roof of Carnegie:
countr
Hemisphere. And he grossly exagger-1 the anti-war and pro-democracy songs i
y. and the public offer has own to become proficient
1. Plain white flag: fair.
LEtriST05, Minns
enough similarity to offer much prac2. White flag, black center: j
which were sung heartily at meal i^!!f._maiJe M a result of thls *'-eat
Ucal ex erienc
Typewrlters will be provided by the '
P
«demand.
wave.
j times. "God Bless All Nations" was a
College, and tuition for each course' Present plans call for the model
3. Plain blue flag: rain or sussubstitute for Kate Smith's limited
Copies of the book will be sent to will be $17 per semester. Students will class to meet once or twice a week at
pending on temperature.
; outlook. "My Country la The World". Individuals or groups on request to
provide their own text-books and ma- 4 o'clock in the basement of the Wo4. Black pennant: a tempe*
are revised words for the old tune! Liggett & Myers Tobacco Company,
The typing books will cost men's Union building. Such meetings signal. General rule: above
'America'." And someone composed a 630 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y
about $1.75.
will take the place of the regular flag indicates rising or higher
parody on "Over There":
Teachers
Students
Interested
can
still
register
:
' French class on these days. perature; below another flag
"Over there, over there,
T e 0tber days the re ul
for
one
or
both
of
the
courses,
the
wo.
j
"
'
K ar class wiU a dropping or lower temperature^
You
were
born
to
be
killed
over
ATTRUKf, JO.
TEL, Hit
SAT IT WITH ICK Mill
there.
en by consulting Dean Hazel Clark meet at its usuaI Ume to discuss prac- above white flag, fair ^
It's
in Roger Williams Hall, and the men tical points brought out in the previ- (b) above blue flag, rain or isno*'
duty mkm
kgnt
ELM STBKR
by seeing Professor Paul Bartlett in ous model class and to prepare for the warmer; (c) below white flag
observation of the next class.
Professor Paul Bartlett of the eco- Chase Hall.
colder; (d) below blue flag. ""
That bites you while you're lying
JACK HOBBIS '41
there.
nomics department, and director of the
|
The French majors were exceedingly snow and colder.
5. Red flag, black center; a"^
Be a man. Join the band,
Placement Bureau, was among those
surprised to see how rapidly children
Dig your cold pork and beans from
learn to speak and to understand cator of wind direction when
scheduled to take regular leaves of
a can.
French when the subject is taught by!panied by a Pennant (a) * fc)
absence next semester, but It has reBe a hero, your pluse at aero.
a direct method, of which Mme. LAU- nant »«'<>»". southwest ttind;_._i1:
cently been announced that he has
But don't ask for a Job
pennant above, northwest *' -The annual Pops Concert and Dance, rent is an outstanding exponent in the blue pennant below, southeast
When it's over,
changed his plans, and will remain in
held in the gymnasium last Friday United States. The model class had its
Over there."
(d) blue pennant above, »01
Lewiston, conducting his classes and
evening, was attended by nearly 500 first two meetings last week and will
wind,
meet again at 4 p. m., today.
the Placement Bureau as usual
students and townspeople. The ha;f
Mm*
T Q„
*
w
General Rule: white, westerly 10
Although he has as yet made no def- hour of music by the Orphic Orchestra
easterly winds: ^
M had mUCh eXPe
bIue
preceding the dance was very well re- rie^c.
o!tTT
' ***"*
nence of this type of work. When she
inite plans for a future leave of abceived as was also the intermission was serving on the staff of the Colum- north; below, from south.
sence, he stated that he expected to
Hereafter, if the coeds P
program by the Men's Glee Club and bia University Teachers' College, she
take it In about two years.
dainty feet wet or
soloists.
taught the first class in French ever noses, they'll have no rig■at w;
It*
Outstanding were the flute solo by
Primai7 8Ch
1 PU
so nebody UU
5 school.
°°
" \"™*
does'n't
'
"*
PUI of the Lincoln
i M,.^,r
Marguerite Mendall '41 and the bari- rtkVETi
tone solos of John Marsh '43 who w«
allowed to leave the spotlight only
after singing twice his encore, "Big
Brown Bear" by Madame ManaZucca.
DVC.
1M WlMle fltreet
The dance music of the Bobcats was
8HIBT WORK A
wen selected with a view to satisfying
8PEC1ALTI
both the townspeople and the students.
Miss Carolyn Wood '42 and the corpj
Ami
of ushers are to be commended for the !
JOE SHAXX09 11
gracious and efficient manner with
• West Parker
which they saw to the seating of the
guesta.
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STECKINO'S

Weather Bureau

Future French Teachers
Work la Model Class

. SERVING
Italian & American
Foods

Call 4040

Norris-Hayden
LAUNDRY

A Bates Tradition

GEO. A. ROSS
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JTJST*

Prof. Bartlett Not To Go
* Sabattical Leave

Five Hundred Attend
Pops Concert - Dance

Manufacturers National Bank
Lewiston Maine

Draper's Bakery
54 Ash Street'

Pastry Of All Kinds

ELMER W. CAMPBELL, '27
Assistant Cashier

OPP. Poet Office TeL 1115-M

The

JUDKINS
LAUNDRY

"Complete Banking Service"

Lewiston Trust Co.

Auburn

Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

News

LEWISTON, MAINE

We Solicit the Business of Bates Students

